Recently, I (Stefan Zippel) had to prepare a presentation about how I would approach
a digital transformation.
I believe in sharing experiences and learnings, especially in the field of digital
transformation – I hope you enjoy and can learn from this presentation.
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This presentation builds on my experience and knowledge to define what is needed
to begin a digital transformation journey and transform your traditional enterprise
into a digital enterprise.
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If asked to name the one single factor for success of any enterprise, my answer will
always be “Making the right decision at the right time.”
And this is exactly what a digital transformation should ultimately support. Because
the best decisions are well informed decisions. These well informed decisions, the
decisions that ensure the success and survival of your enterprise, will also be guided
by your vision, mission, values and corporate strategy.
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To achieve an information-based decision making process and ensure the success of
your enterprise, your digital transformation must focus on the three aspects, all of
which are required: establishing a digitally enabled organization, developing digitally
enabled processes, and having the right technology to support the other two aspects.
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The building blocks of a digital organization (using the right technology to benefit
from digitally enhanced processes) are:
• The digital thread, connecting every possible data source into one coherent data
and information network. This network feeds into what I like to call …
• The enterprise brain, the combined knowledge of the entire enterprise used to
transform data into insights.
• An insight driven enterprise is only possible with a mature digital thread and well
organized, thorough enterprise brain.
The insights that are accessible through the digital thread, by every user (decision
maker), ensure that the right decision can be made. And these decisions and
outcomes will also be feed back into the enterprise brain to update and enhance the
knowledge stored there.
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The goal of your digital transformation must be a complete model of a digital
enterprise – it is the foundation that leads to the success of your entire enterprise.
One of the most common mistakes is to believe that one purchase, one specific
technology, one specific digital service or product is “digital transformation”.
But without the goal of establishing this comprehensive digital enterprise foundation,
the technology you purchased is just dead weight.
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Of course, you need a digital architecture to support your digital organization, your
processes and technology, and this is essential to the success of a digital enterprise.
But, none of this is a once-off purchase (or single project). It is a journey, described by
your custom digital roadmap, designed to fit with your corporate vision, mission,
strategy and values.
This journey will contain many iterations and disruptions, but also many
opportunities to advance and improve. It will also never end, because you will always
need to adapt to the shifting markets, changing environment and evolving customer
requests.
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It is of utmost importance, that your digital architecture itself is aligned to your
vision, mission and values.
This will ensure that your digital transformation stays aligned to your business success
factors at all times.
If the architecture deviates, it will form a parallel culture amongst your employees –
your management will say one thing, and the organization will do something
completely different.
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The main goal of digital architecture is to support the act of making informed
decisions across the entire enterprise (organization).
This requires that data is freely collected, shared and transformed into insights
throughout your enterprise.
The digital architecture is enabled by a robust technology stack which combines
international standards for compatibility together with flexibility, sustainability and
security.
The last cornerstone is especially important, and if not taken seriously will lead to the
implementation of solutions which can’t support the first two cornerstones. More
critically, not taking the last cornerstone seriously will:
• cause distrust of solutions to develop amongst your people,
• lead to distrust into digital transformation,
• delay, extend or outright cancel your digital transformation because of the very
costly rework required.
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For a manufacturing enterprise, standards like the ISA 95/IEC 62264 are ideal as a
starting point to develop your digital architecture. Using the different ISA 95 levels as
a guide, an architecture based on them will help not only with selecting and
implementing technical solutions, as well as cyber- and ICS-security based on IEC
62443, but it will also help you define processes and responsibilities.
But unlike a pyramid or hierarchical schema, the levels are organized in a circle
around the enterprise brain to show that every level is equally important to achieve
that goal. The enterprise brain must be understood as the entire collection of all
experience, information and knowledge which an enterprise possesses. It serves as
the source for insight-informed decision making, which is the core of digital
transformation.
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For a non-manufacturing enterprise like a delivery service (Amazon), or services like
banks and insurances, telecommunication providers or software engineering
companies, a standard like the ISA 95/IEC 62264 could be modified, but can still be
the starting point to develop an appropriate digital architecture.
This may sound a bit odd, but if we take an enterprise which uses a web platform to
sell things: it has a warehouse, which represents the physical processes of inventory
storage and shipping. There needs to be a robust digital thread, and an enterprise
brain to ensure that orders are correctly and safely shipped, processes (and
technology) are optimized and communication is timely and accurate.
It’s almost identical to the execution of a manufacturing order: it requires certain
horizontal and vertical integration between systems.
Not every non-manufacturing enterprise will have every single level. At least levels 4,
5 and often 3 will exist in all types of enterprises.
By sticking to these levels, you can more easily take advantage of standards, of the
more mature technology solutions, of the cyber- and ICS-security solutions based on
IEC 62443 and alike. And you can exchange information with other enterprises who
are also using these levels without misunderstanding, to get ideas for defining your
processes and responsibilities.
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The digital transformation journey needs to start with a digital readiness analysis, for
which several frameworks exist. This first step needs to be done carefully, because it
will guide how the roadmap is created and approached.
Note that this is not a once-off effort – it needs to be repeated and refined as you
discover new gaps and opportunities, especially after the success or failure of one
stage.
The results of these analyses will shape the subsequent phases and goals in your
roadmap, and guide the selection of projects.
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The digital readiness of your enterprise is comprised of the digital readiness of your
organization, its processes and the technology currently being used. Honesty in
executing the readiness analysis is paramount. Trying to hide gaps and flaws to “look
better” will hinder or even block your digital transformation efforts. Digital
transformation is all about looking for opportunities to grow and improve – you need
honesty and thoroughness to achieve that.
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This example of a roadmap for a manufacturing enterprise shows that a true digital
transformation has to touch every aspect of your enterprise.
• It is important to not be biased towards a specific technology, solution or product.
• It should be clear where specific international standards are to be the foundation
and where standards are desired but missing (your enterprise could contribute to
the definition of these missing international standards).
The challenge for the digital transformation leader, is to ensure that the results can
be translated into tangible business value. They must therefore align the roadmap
with the ideal of the right technology for the right job. Only in this way will your
digital organization be able to execute digital processes and ensure your corporate
vision, mission, strategy and values are respected and achievable.
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This example of a roadmap for a non-manufacturing enterprise is unsurprisingly
similar to the manufacturing roadmap example.
The only difference between a manufacturing and a non-manufacturing enterprise is
terminology (in most cases). Ultimately, both types of enterprise have a value
creation process together with support processes which both work best based on
informed decisions.
Just as in manufacturing, a digital transformation in a non-manufacturing enterprise
touches every aspect of the enterprise. It’s just as important to be unbiased towards
specific technologies, solutions or products. Of course, international standards are
important, and non-manufacturing enterprises are just as qualified to contribute to
the missing standards that would benefit their enterprise.
Just as with manufacturing enterprises, the digital transformation leader must
translate the results of the gap analysis and roadmap into tangible business value and
aligns the roadmap to the ideal of the right technology for the right job. Only then
will the digital organization be able to execute digital processes and ensure your
corporate vision, mission, strategy and values are respected and achievable.
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An ideal digital transformation team provides not only resources to execute the
phases of your roadmap. The team serves also as a single point of contact for
questions, ensures knowledge transfer, gathers ideas and knowledge gaps, and
manages projects. They address and assist with anything around change
management to remedy resistance to change and to prevent the failure of projects or
in the worst case, your digital transformation.
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The team will be in charge of executing the digital roadmap, which requires that they
have the right skills for its many focus areas. The team composition must reflect this.
Make digital transformation not an IT or OT project, but an enterprise project.
A recent article (https://hbr.org/2019/08/dont-put-a-digital-expert-in-charge-of-yourdigital-transformation) states that the leader of such a team should not be a digital
expert, but rather someone who is an expert in your enterprise.
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Ideally, an agile, fast moving and flexible approach to executing the phases of your
roadmap should be followed. However, stricter guidance will ensure you adhere to
your digital architecture and roadmap, and ensure that projects and solutions stay
focused on business value and transforming data into insights to improve decision
making.
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Digital transformation should not be mistaken for a traditional automation or IT
project. A digital transformation is more akin to a mindset, which if done, right will
transform your enterprise into a flexible and adaptable digital enterprise, able to
rapidly react to changes in the market. This is thanks to the digital organization which
is able to use the right tools, at the right time, following the right digitally enabled
processes, to get the right data and insights, to make the right decisions based on
that data and those insights.
We must learn from our past mistakes. New technologies are so often misunderstood
to be miracle solutions, which will solve all of our problems – can you name even one
that has lived up to its hype? And where aspects like sustainability, supportability,
customizability and the resistance to change are not adequately addressed, any new
technology that is introduced will actually harm a digital transformation.
I would even go as far to say that the identification and introduction of technology is
the least of the challenges an enterprise faces. The biggest challenges posed by
digital transformation is by far, the resistance to change when transforming the
organization and the processes.
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